Offer Description: Calisti

This Offer Description (the “Offer Description”) describes Cisco’s Calisti enterprise offer (the “Cisco Technology”). Your subscription is governed by this Offer Description and the Cisco End User License Agreement located at www.cisco.com/go/eula (the “EULA”) (or similar terms existing between you and Cisco) (the “Agreement”). Capitalized terms used in this Offer Description and/or the order not otherwise defined herein have the meaning given to them in the Agreement.

1. Description

Calisti is a multi- and hybrid-cloud enabled service mesh platform for constructing modern applications as described in the Documentation (available at https://calisti.app).

2. Supplemental Terms and Conditions

Beta Features and Functionality
The Cisco Technology may, from time to time, include certain features or functionality in beta stage (“Beta Features”). Cisco will identify any such Beta Features and may or may not choose to commercialize them. Any Beta Features are governed by Section 2.3 (Beta and Trial Use) of the Agreement.

3. Data Protection

The Calisti Privacy Data Sheet (available here) describes the Personal Data that Cisco collects and processes as part of the delivery of the Cisco Technology. For further information on how Cisco processes, uses and protects all categories of data, please visit Cisco’s Security and Trust Center.

4. Support & Maintenance

During the Usage Term, Cisco will provide white-glove support and maintenance for the Cisco Technology, including a community forum, learning materials, dedicated Slack Channel, email tech support, and a dedicated success manager.

After you order the Cisco Technology, your Customer Success Manager will reach out to you.